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BRIDGE FUNCTIONAL GAPS 
ACROSS YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN
CREATE NEW CONNECTIONS
Servicing your end customers in whatever way they choose 
has become the “new normal” in brand protection. To that 
end, the importance of bridging functional gaps between 
distribution, transportation and the extended enterprise 
continues to be critical for efficient supply chain execution. 
The unification of processes among internal teams and 
external trading partners allows for more responsive 
operations, real-time visibility and increased profitability.

Your external suppliers and logistics providers play a 
vital role in your ability to service customers. Anything 
but consistently high levels often result in negative 
consequences for your customers and your business. 
Historically, the external supply chain has been viewed 
as largely outside the control of the enterprise and 
performance was often managed through compliance 
initiatives or threat of penalties. Manhattan Extended 
Enterprise solutions offer visibility, control and collaboration 
in those vital areas of the supply chain that lie outside the 
four walls of your organization.

TIGHTER COLLABORATION  
DELIVERS HIGHER PROFITS
Manhattan’s solutions have been architected for close 
cooperation — across departmental boundaries as well as 
suppliers, carriers, third-party logistics providers (3PLs) and 
other trading partners — so your supply chain can drive top-
line growth without sacrificing bottom-line performance.

A secure, web-enabled portal delivers real-time 
collaboration with your suppliers, enabling better visibility 
to receipts, shipments, yard activity and in-transit inventory. 
All capabilities work together to improve supply chain agility. 
With Manhattan Extended Enterprise, you can gain direct 
control of product flow with logistics partners, including 
last-minute inventory re-direction in response to changes 
in product demand. With the explosion of new fulfillment 
strategies and selling channels, companies are increasingly 
reliant on their trading partners to support the scale of 
operations they need to compete. Manhattan Extended 
Enterprise enables tight collaboration amongst all members 
of the supply chain ecosystem. 
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SOLUTION 
COMPONENTS
From inbound receipt handling to outbound fulfillment and trailer 
management, Manhattan’s technology delivers better visibility and 
closer collaboration with suppliers, carriers, 3PLs and other trading 
partners. In short, Manhattan Extended Enterprise ensures you can 
look ahead while minimizing logistics disruptions.

Manhattan Extended Enterprise includes:

– Supplier enablement to provide your external distributors and manufacturers the communication and supply chain execution tools they need to work 
with your enterprise

– Hub management to manage the physical execution of shipping and receiving at hubs, pool points, transload facilities or other logistics service 
providers

– Yard management to deliver granular visibility and task-based control of yard operations
– Appointment scheduling to let carriers and suppliers self-schedule delivery and pickups
– Supply chain event management to automate monitoring of events with real-time notifications when disruptions occur
– Supply chain visibility to provide role-based access to insights regarding your inventory, orders and shipments, globally
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SUPPLIER 
ENABLEMENT
Your suppliers are scattered all over the world, speak 
different languages, work different hours, trade in different 
currencies and have varying technical capabilities. Yet, 
you all share a common goal to get product to customers 
quickly and profitably. Manhattan Supplier Enablement is a 
secure, online, web-enabled portal that facilitates real-time 
collaboration between your suppliers, trading partners and 
you – despite the diverse differences within your supply 
chain ecosystem. That means you can quickly improve 
communications and business process execution for your 
distribution center (DC) operations and your upstream 
supply chain.

Features + Functions
COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION
– Post group messages to trading partners, alerting them to 

vital information that may impact their ability to serve you
– Share critical documents with partners, electronically
– Acknowledge and track receipt of critical documents
– Receive and store electronic documents forwarded by 

partners
– Audit critical communications in a centralized, common 

vendor portal

SUPPLY CHAIN EXECUTION
– Enable centralized purchase order acknowledgement and 

negotiation across all trading partners
– Enable creation of single stock-keeping units (SKUs), 

mixed SKUs and pre-pack license plate numbers (LPNs) by 
suppliers

– Generate and print EAN/UCC128-compliant shipping labels 
at supplier locations

– Scan load LPNs and pallets onto outbound trailers
– Standardize and print required shipping documentation 

such as bills of lading (BOLs)
– Automate creation of LPN-level advanced shipping notices 

(ASNs), which increase downstream receiving efficiency and 
lower DC labor costs

– Automate time-consuming manual purchase orders
– Request and capture third-party inspections for quality 

audits online
– Identify product defects earlier in the fulfillment cycle, 

before arrival at your DCs
– Leverage reporting and data visualization to monitor 

external supply chain effectiveness
– Initiate chargebacks due to poor performance or quality 

issues to encourage on-time delivery and compliance
– Automate claims for non-compliance events such as late 

shipments
– Generate cost of goods invoices (COGIs) to unite supply 

chain execution and supply chain finance
– Facilitate three-way matching against the purchase order 

(PO), ASN and COGI
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HUB 
MANAGEMENT
Supply chain agility is essential in today’s business 
environment. For some, this means better visibility and 
control over the flow of goods through 3PL sites or in-route 
to DCs. For others, it means tighter control of product being 
routed to stores by third-party delivery agents. Companies 
can use Manhattan Hub Management to gain visibility 
and control over the flow of goods well before inventory 
reaches its next destination. By digitally connecting 
facilities responsible for the efficient flow of goods, our hub 
management solution ensures all nodes of the supply chain 
are more than just pass-through locations and makes them 
capable of complex distribution processes.

BETTER VISIBILITY,  
MORE EFFICIENT EXECUTION
Manhattan Hub Management uses modern, mobile 
technology to easily and inexpensively enable warehouse-
like execution in every node of your supply chain, no matter 
how small or simple the facility. With hub management, 3PLs 
can even consolidate shipments directly to stores or end 
customers, bypassing warehouses altogether. Whether the 
facility is a distribution hub, cross dock, pool point, transload 
facility or consolidation/de-consolidation point, Manhattan 
Hub Management provides world-class supply chain 
execution and visibility across the network.   

Features + Functions
– Provide mobile, scan-based receiving by LPN, pallet or load
– Enable seamless receive-to-shipment capabilities to 

streamline cross-dock and flow-through operations
– Track and report against over, short, and damaged events 

(OS&Ds)
– Enable zone-based inventory storage assignment
– Enable zone-to-zone inventory relocation
– Complete inventory audit processes to ensure inventory 

integrity
– Lock and hold inventory
– Scan load LPNs and pallets onto outbound trailers
– Constrain shipment volumes based on downstream receipt
– Standardize shipping labels and documentation through the 

entire supply chain for more accurate scan-based receiving 
at all locations

– Enable direct-to-store and direct-to-customer shipments 
that reduce transportation, labor and storage costs while 
shortening order fulfillment times

– Provide mobile support for “temporarily disconnected” 
realities of many 3PL and hub sites
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APPOINTMENT 
SCHEDULING
Closer collaboration with suppliers, carriers and 3PLs is 
crucial to increase supply chain efficiencies. With Manhattan 
Appointment Scheduling, you can give carriers and suppliers 
the ability to self-schedule delivery and pickups, eliminating 
delays and errors from time-consuming manual processes. 
Better yet, by closely coordinating inbound and outbound 
appointments with warehouse packing personnel, shipping 
departments and fleet operators, your team can tightly 
control the three largest sources of distribution cost — labor, 
freight and inventory.

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY  
AND COMPLIANCE
Poor carrier appointment scheduling creates inadequate 
labor allocation, inefficient loading and unloading, and 
unnecessary dwell times. Manhattan Appointment 
Scheduling allows carriers and suppliers to quickly and 
easily self-schedule their warehouse deliveries. This helps 
you increase productivity and balance workloads, stay 
on schedule, and maintain compliance with U.S. Hours of 
Service rules and other government regulations.

Features + Functions
– Turn more loads in less time to avoid delays and 

chargebacks
– Recommend appointment times based on resources, service 

needs and shipment content
– Support system-recommended times to drive appointment 

setting and dock resources allocation at any DC
– Enable carriers to better comply with U.S. Hours of Service 

rules, the European Working Time Directive and other 
government regulations

– Self-schedule shipments via electronic data interchange 
(EDI) or a web-based interface

– Track time at guard stations, measure detention times and 
load/unload times

– Automatically calculate load times based on required 
delivery dates, order content, dock capacity, warehouse 
capacity and labor requirements

– Allow load balancing across shifts to calibrate resource 
requirements
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YARD 
MANAGEMENT
With the rapid response required today, operational 
efficiency is more essential than ever. Our yard management 
capabilities provide detailed visibility and task-based control 
of yard operations. By maximizing the flow of all inbound and 
outbound goods, your team can reduce costs while meeting 
customer demands.

INCREASE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
Manhattan Yard Management enables you to plan, execute, 
track and audit loads based on critical characteristics like 
shipment type, load configuration, labor requirements and 
dock and warehouse capacity.

Features + Functions
– Gain visibility to shipments on the yard and to the 

associated inventory, including yard security
– Increase control over equipment operating on the yard for 

maximum efficiency
– Organize load arrivals that ensure trailers unload at the right 

dock door and correct time
– Reduce transportation costs and increase warehouse 

efficiency
– Identify and expedite critical shipments or out-of-stock 

goods
– Communicate with yard jockeys, using mobile devices
– Leverage guard check-in and check-out for appointment 

and yard security management while critical loads are 
identified and expedited directly to dock doors
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EVENT 
MANAGEMENT
Enterprises are constantly being challenged to adapt 
to market and demand changes. Doing so is practically 
impossible without proactive monitoring of supply chain 
operations, both within the four walls of the organization 
and across your extended enterprise. Insightful monitoring 
is critical for everyone from the warehouse, transportation, 
stores and procurement, as well as suppliers and carriers, to 
stay abreast of supply chain performance in real time.

PROACTIVELY MONITOR  
FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE
With Manhattan Event Management, millions of supply 
chain events are monitored as they occur. From buyers 
to warehouse supervisors to traffic managers to store 
associates, everyone receives real-time notifications so 
corrective actions to improve inventory control and turns, 
cycle time variability and warehouse productivity can be 
made as needed.

Features + Functions
– Manage a configurable list of events tracked across the 

lifecycle of inventory
– Ensure fulfillment activities are executed according to 

expectations and that inventory arrives on time
– Track pickups and deliveries to make sure inventory moves 

as promised
– Ensure orders are accepted on schedule and raise critical 

awareness if suppliers are unable to fulfill the complete 
inventory needs

– Make informed decisions about whether to expedite 
inventory by knowing when supply chain disruptions delay 
shipments in real time

– Adjust schedules and reduce labor costs based on late 
shipment and delivery notifications

– Reroute goods as transportation issues are seen in real time
– Receive more consistent, dependable shipments based on 

delay mitigation capabilities, dynamic in-transit allocation 
and visibility to inbound goods
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VISIBILITY
It is a real challenge for enterprises to optimize and adapt 
large and complex supply chain operations. Enterprise-wide 
visibility of the global supply chain is fundamental to making 
the right operational and cost decisions. Manhattan provides 
a single, global view of real-time order, inventory and 
shipment information — both domestic and international — 
across the global supply chain network. 

POWERFUL ANALYTICS  
FOR REAL-TIME ORDERS,  
INVENTORY AND SHIPMENTS
Through sophisticated data access and role-based 
privileges, your trading partners, your customers and you 
can securely see what is happening across the entire supply 
chain at any time.

Whether you need to know inventory positions in distant 
warehouses or the status of shipments in transit, supply 
chain analysis tools provide instantaneous order, inventory 
and shipment information to reduce logistics costs and more 
effectively manage carriers and 3PLs.

Features + Functions
– Monitor perishables systematically and  

reduce inventory loss from expired goods
– Reduce costs associated with expedited delivery
– Lower inventory levels and safety stocks
– Enable and optimize direct-shipping channels
– Improve customer service
– Achieve faster time-to-market for new products
– Outsource logistics effectively
– Reduce cost of goods sold through drop shipping
– Automate compliance with customs’  

10+2 regulations

COLLABORATE AND ADAPT
Constantly expanding fulfillment methods and 
selling channels mean that enterprises are more 
dependent than ever on their global trading 
partners to support the scale of operations 
needed to compete. Manhattan Extended 
Enterprise enables closer collaboration with 
trading partners and ensures an adaptive,  
agile supply chain.
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